PROPERTY NAME: ROCKY #1 Claims
OTHER NAMES: Silver King loc. mon. found nearby
MINERAL COMMODITY(IES): Cu, Pb, Zn?
TYPE OF DEPOSIT: Replacement along shear
ACCESSIBILITY:

OWNERSHIP: Rocky #1 claims located L.M. Pratt & Will Hendrix from Sandy, UT on July 18, 1978
PRODUCTION: ?
HISTORY: ?

DEVELOPMENT: Partially caved adit 12' deep. Dozer trench nearby, probably assessment work. Other workings not visited.

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF EXAMINATION: None.

GEOLOGY: The host rock for this deposit is a dark grey 1s with calcite veining. Inside of partially caved adit is a large gossan pod with small amount of CuOxs staining oriented along a N-S, 75-80W shear zone. The gossan pod is irregular in shape & pinches out in the adit altho it looks as tho it was emplaced along the shear. Carbonate gouge & brecciation mark the shear selvages. The is in the hanging & footwall shows little alteration indicating the mineralization occurred at low temps (200°. C)

REMARKS: Sample 843 - Gossan, punky with small pods of galena. Sample taken from shaft dump. Photo.

REFERENCES:

EXAMINER: Bentz/Bonham/Smith
DATE VISITED: 6/25/81